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ANKIN D HAS ALWAYS been fascinated with looking back in
time. Historians and archaeologists use historical records and
ar tifacts to trace back t he evolu tion of mankind. Biologists use
evolu tionary theory to describe the development of life on Ear th.
The Ear th is relatively young by astronomical standards, abou t 4.6

billion years, and the Universe is even older.
It is believed that t he Universe was created abou t 15 billion years ago, in

an event that is often referred to as the “Big Bang.” Astronomers provide us
with a wealth of infor mation abou t t he evolu tion of Universe by probing it at
ever-increasing distances from the Earth. These observa tions can take us
back in time by abou t 14 billion years, at which time star for mation started
to occur. N uclear and atomic physicists provide us with a detailed descrip-
tion of t he evolu tion of t he early Universe, between a few seconds after the
Big Bang and the start of star for mation. During this
period, the basic building blocks of mat ter, protons and
neu trons, were for med, and ligh t nuclei and atoms were
created.

Although these differen t areas of science allow us to
look back billions of years in time, m uch uncertain ty
remains abou t the evolu tion of t he Universe during the
first few seconds after the Big Bang.  Many fundamental
questions, such as why the Universe is dominated by mat-
ter instead of having equal amoun ts of mat ter and an ti-
mat ter, can only be answered if we know in detail w hat
happened during the first few seconds after the Big Bang.

To recreate the conditions that existed a few micro-
seconds after the Big Bang, a new accelerator facility was
built at Brook haven National Laboratory (BNL) in  New

The Relativist ic Heav y-Ion Collider

by FRANK WOLFS

M
C rea t i ng  a  Li t t l e Big Ba ng  o n
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York. This facility, called the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC), was de-
signed to accelerate fully-stripped ions, from protons to gold, up to energies
of 100 billion electron volts (GeV) per nucleon. Several accelerator systems
are involved in t he process of accelerating these ions, each of which is shown
in the photograph below. Negative ions (atoms with one or more extra elec-
trons) are created in an ion source and accelerated to an energy of about 1
million elect ron volts (MeV) in t he tandem accelerator. In this process the
ions are st ripped of some of their electrons and leave the tandem as positive

ions. These positive ions are transferred through the
heavy-ion t ransfer line (HITL) to the booster accelera-
tor, where their energy is increased to 78 MeV per
nucleon. Upon leaving the booster accelerators, the
positive ions are stripped of all their electrons and

injected in to the alternating gradient synchro-
t ron (AGS).  T he AGS accelerates the ions to
energies of 10.8 GeV per nucleon, which is
RHIC’s injection energy. The bu nched ions are
extracted from the AGS and injected in to the
two 2.4-mile long RHIC rings (called the blue
ring and the yellow ring) where they circulate
in opposi te directions. In t he RHIC rings, the
energy of t he ions is increased to up to
100 GeV per nucleon. The ions are stored in
the rings for periods of six to twelve hours in
up to 57 separate bunches. Each bunch con-
tains billions of ions traveling with velocit ies
of up to 99.995 percen t of the speed of light.
Each ion makes about 100,000 trips around the

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Col-
lider facility (RHIC) at Brook-
haven National Laboratory. The
locations of the four experi-
ments (BRAHMS, STAR, PHENIX,
and PHOBOS) are indicated.

 Lo ng  Is l a n d
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RHIC ring each second. The ions are
kept in circular orbits by 1,740 super-
conduct ing m agnets w hich are in-
s talled arou nd t he R HIC ri ngs. To
make these  m agnets  carry  elect ric-
i ty wi t hou t resis ta nce, they are
cooled by liquid heli u m to a t e m-
peratu re  of  mi nus 451.6 degrees
Fahrenheit. T he am ount of heliu m
used at RHIC would be enough to fill
all t he balloons in t he Macy’s
T han ksgiving Day Parade for t he
next cent ury.

T he yellow and blue beam lines
cross at six different locations around
t he r ing, where head-on collisions
bet ween ions m ovi ng i n opposi te
directions can be observed. In these
collisions, extremely high tempera-
tures are created over an extremely
small region of space. Ini tially, this
region has a diam eter close to 10−14

meter, and i ts te mperat ure exceeds
a trillion degrees (hundred t housand
times hot ter than the temperature at
the center of the Sun). The conditions
in this region will be sim ilar to the
condi tions that existed in t he early
Universe, a few m icroseconds after
the Big Bang, and it is believed t hat
t he so-called quark-gluon plas m a

(Q GP) will be formed in t his region.
T h is ext re m e s ta t e of m at ter is
expec ted to exist for less than 10−23

sec.  When t he Q G P cools down, i t
will crea te a shower of t housa nds
of particles, which are detected with
four detectors t hat are installed in
four of t he six in tersection regions.
T hese four detect ors  are BRAH MS,
located a t 2 o’clock; STAR ,  located
a t 6 o’c loc k ; P H E N IX ,  lo c a t e d  a t
8 o’clock; and PH OBOS,  located a t
10 o’clock. The information gathered
by t hese detec t ors will be used by
physicists to study the properties of
t he quark-gluon plasm a.  The prop-
erties of this extreme state of mat ter
will provide deta iled i nfor m at ion
abou t the conditions and the evolu-
tion of the early Universe.

FIRST COLLISIO NS AT RHIC

The ions that are accelerated at RHIC
are extremely small. Each ion has a
radius of about 10−14 m. To create col-
lisions between the ions circulating
around the accelerator, the operators
carefully steer t he beam s in t he
interaction regions, making minute
adjustments to their orbits using mag-
netic lenses. Since it is impossible to
steer a single ion accurately enough
to ensure a head-on collision with a
one moving in the opposite direction,
many billions of ions are packed in
bu nches wit h a diam eter close to
0.001 m and a lengt h of abou t 1 m.
The operators manipulate the orbit
of these bunches in order to ensure
tha t  t he  coun ter-rota t ing  bunches
cross each o t her  at  t he in teract ion
points. Since there are so many ions
in each bunch, there is a small prob-
ability that a collision between ions
occurs when the bunches overlap.

D1,D2,D3,D4,D5 : Dipole Magnets
T1,T2,T3,T4,T5, TPC1 TPC2: Tracking Detectors
H1,H2,TOFW : Tim e-of-Flight Detectors
RIC H, GASC : Ceren kov Detectors

D4

D3

D2

D1
D5

T4

RICH

Forward Spectrometer
2.3 < Θ < 30

H2,T5

Beam Bea m Coun ters

T3
C1 T2,H1

Dx

M ultiplicity

Beam Magnets

TOFW
(GASC)

TPC2
TPC1

T1

Mid Rapidity Spectrometer
30 < Θ < 95

The BRAHMS detector system. The event displays on the left-hand side show
charged-particle tracks, reconstructed on the basis of the information provided by
the time-projection chambers TPC1 (top) and TPC2 (bottom), for one of the first colli-
sions observed at BRAHMS on June 16, 2000.
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Two differen t types of probes can
be used to study the properties of the
quark-gluon plasm a.  Leptons,  such
as electrons and m uons, are radiated
when t he plas m a is cooling dow n.
The leptons can travel  through the
quark-glu on plas m a wit h li t t le
interaction, and t hus can be used to
provide a view directly into the heart
of the plasma. After the plasma cools
sufficiently,  quarks and gluons con-
dense into particles consisting of two
or three quarks. This process, called
hadroniza t ion,  produces hadrons,
such as pions,  kaons,  and proto ns.
Any  hadron  for med  wi t h in  the
quark-gluon plasma will quickly fall
apar t due to hadronic processes, and
the only hadrons detected in the lab-
oratory are t hose that are produced
on the relat ively cool ou ter surface
of the plasma. These hadrons provide
us  wi t h  a  view  of  t he  process  of
hadronization, but do not provide us
with a look directly in to the plasma.
At RHIC, three experiments (BRAHMS,
STAR, and PHOBOS) study the prop-
er t ies  of  hadron product ion,  while
one experimen t (PHENIX) focuses on
lepton production.

The RHIC experiments probe t he
quark-gluon plasma by detecting and

O n June 12, 2000,  the first colli-
sions bet ween gold ions, t raveling
with energies of 30 GeV per nucleon,
took place. Pict ures of the first col-
lision even ts observed in t he four
RHIC detect ors  are show n on suc-
cessive pages. At the end of June the
firs t coll isions bet wee n gold ion s
with energies of 70 GeV per nucleon
were observed. In t hese first weeks
of RHIC physics operat ion, only six
bunches of gold ions were circulat-
ing in the RHIC rings, and as a con-
sequence the collision rate was low
(about one collision per second). In
July, the nu mber of bunches of gold
ions s t ored i n t he m ach ine was
increased to 55 ,  dra m a t ically in-
creasing the collision rates observed
in all experimen ts. The first physics
r u n n i ng period a t R H I C was con-
cluded in Septem ber 2000 at which
poin t t he observed lu m inosity was
10 percent of the design lu minosity.
The second year of RHIC physics will
begin in the middle of 2001.

PROBIN G T HE Q UARK-GLU O N
PLASMA

The quark-gluon plasma is an extra-
ordinary sta te of mat ter where ele-
mentary particles, called quarks and
gluons, m ove around freely instead
of being shackled together in the pro-
tons and neu trons that make up the
nucleus of the colliding ions. When
the plasma cools down, it will mimic
t he transi t ion that  occurred in the
early Universe when the constituents
of ordinary mat ter were created. Any
irregularities in the plasma-to-matter
t ransi t ion m ay provide new i nfor-
mation about some of the remaining
unanswered questions about the evo-
lu tion of the early Universe.

Coils Magnet

Time Project ion
C hamber

E-M
Calorim eter

Tim e-
of-Flight

Silicon Vertex
Tracker

Electronics
Platfor m

Forward Tim e
Project ion C hamber

The STAR detector system. The event
displays on the right-hand side show
front and side views of reconstructed
tracks in the time-projection chamber
for one of the first collisions observed
at STAR on June 12, 2000 (see cover).
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measuring the proper ties of the par-
t icles produced during t he various
phases of the evolution of the plasma.
During a typical head-on collision
between two gold ions, many thou-
sands of charged h adrons are pro-
duced.  Th is  enor mous  n u mber  of
charged par t icles requires co m pli-
cated and highly segm ented detec-
tors  to  be  used.  The  quark-gluon
plasma is expected to decay wit hin
10−23 sec after its formation. Since for
m ost experim en ts i t takes a t leas t
10−9 sec before the first particles can
reach the detectors, the quark-gluon
plasma cannot be detected directly,
and i ts propert ies m ust be inferred
fro m t he proper t ies of i t s decay
products. The nature of t he work of
scien tis ts a t RHIC is in many ways
similar to the work of inspectors of
the National Safety and Transporta-
tion Board, who after a plane crash
will collect t housands of pieces of
ev i de n c e  t o  r e c o n s t r u c t  w h a t

happened and deter m ine the cause
of t he acciden t . T he scien t is ts a t
RHIC collect t housands of pieces of
debris from t he quark-gluon plasma
and try to piece together a puzzle that
can be used to determine some of the
properties of this new state of mat ter.

THE RHIC EXPERIMEN TS

Four different experimen ts are oper-
ating sim ultaneously at RHIC when
ions are stored in the rings. Although
t he experim en ts have a com m on
goal, namely iden tifying and st udy-
ing the properties of the quark-gluon
plasma, t hey differ in t heir approach
and t he techniques used.  As a con-
sequence,  t he RHIC experi m e n t s
com ple m ent each o t her, and t heir
co m bi ned resul ts  wil l  provide a
wealt h of  infor m at ion abou t  t he
properties of the quark-gluon plasma.
In the experiments, the properties of
the reaction products are determined
by measuring the energy they lose or
t he radiat ion they e mi t  w hen they
travel  t hrough k now n am oun ts of
materials, by measuring their veloc-
i ty,  and /or  by observi ng how t hey
bend in applied magnetic fields.

The four RHIC detectors have one
component in com mon: a pair of zero
degree calori m et ers (Z D C s).  T he
Z D C s are s m al l devices loca ted
dow nstrea m of each of t he experi-
ments, behind a dipole magnet. They
detect the neutral particles produced
in each collision; the charged particles
are swept away by the magnetic field
of the dipole magnet and th us do not
reach t he zero degree calori meters.
T he ZD Cs are used to measure t he
cen trality of each collision and t he
lu minosity of the beams. In addition,
t h e se  de t e c t o rs  c a n  b e  u s e d  t o

M uon
Identifier

Drift
Cham ber

Cen tral
MagnetSouth

Muon Magnet

PAD
Cha mbers

Tim e Expansion
Cham ber

N or th Muon
Magnet

Beam–Bea m
Cou nter Tim e-of-Fligh t

Detector

Ring Im aging
Cerenkov
Detector

Electrom agnetic
Calorim eter

Multiplici ty-Vertex
Detect or

Muon Tracking
Cham ber

Muon ID
Steel

The PHENIX detector systems. The
event display on the top right-hand side
shows reconstructed charged-particle
tracks in the drift chamber for the first
collision observed at PHENIX on June 15,
2000.
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the charged particles and to visualize
their tracks. The radius of curvature
of these tracks in the magnetic field,
generated by the large solenoid that
surrounds the time projection cham-
ber, is used to deter mine the momen-
tu m of the hadrons. An example of
the  measured tracks  in  the  time pro-
jec t ion cha m ber generat ed by one
of t he firs t col lisions observed by
STAR is shown on page 5 and on t he
cover. The volu me of data collected
by t his de tec t or during a typical
even t  is  enor mous,  abou t 16 mega-
bytes, and due to limitations of com-
pu ter  power and data storage,  only
one collision event per second can be
processed and recorded. When RHIC
reaches its design lu minosity and en-
ergy, about 200 collisions will occur
every second, and, as a consequence,
the STAR t r igger elect ronics m ust
decide wit hin a few m icroseconds
after  each collision whet her or  not
to record the data collected. Over 400
scientists and engineers from seven

Ceren kov Trigger
Counters

Tim e-of-Flight
Counters

Spectrom eter Detectors
(silicon)

Octagon Multiplicity Detector
+ Vertex Detector (silicon)

Ring Multiplicity
Detectors (silicon)

Magnet
(top part rem oved)

Paddle Trigger
Cou nters

Berylliu m
Beam Pipe

compare the results obtained by the
differen t RHIC exper im en ts  on an
equal footing, by using the ZDCs as
a t ool to selec t t he sa m e class of
even ts in differen t detectors.

T he BRAH MS detector is shown
sche m at ically on page 4 . BRA H MS
features two spectrometers that can
be rotated, in small steps, around the
interaction point. The spectrometers
have a variable m agnet ic field and
various t rack ing and energy-loss
counters to determine the properties
of the incident charged particles. The
insets in t he figure show dat a col-
lec ted by so m e of t hese t rack ing
counters in one of the first collisions
observed by BRAHMS. Several tracks
are eviden t, all of w h ich originat e
from a co m m on poin t where t he
collision bet ween t he gold ions
occurred. The BRAH MS spectrome-
ters have a small opening angle, and
for a typical collision only a few par-
ticles are detected. However, the prop-
erties of these charged particles, such
as t heir momentu m and energy, are
m easured very precisely. Abou t 50
people from eight countries are mem-
bers of the BRAHMS collaboration.

T he STAR de tector  is  show n
schematically on page 5. It utilizes a
large 4 meter diameter t ime projec-
tion chamber t hat provides tracking
and particle iden tificat ion capabili-
t ies for hadrons over a large solid
angle. Al most all charged particles,
except t hose e m it ted very close to
t he direct ion of t he bea m , are de-
tected in the tim e projection cha m-
ber. Charged par t icles t raveling
t hrough i t  deposi t  so m e of t heir
energy along t heir t rack, w h ich is
measured and recorded using sophis-
t icat ed electron ics. T he m easured
energy loss can be used to iden t ify

The PHOBOS detector system. The event
display on the bottom left-hand side
shows reconstructed tracks, based on
hits recorded in the first six layers of the
spectrometer, for one of the first colli-
sions observed at PHOBOS on June 12,
2000.
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cou n tries are m e m bers of t his col-
laboration.

The PHENIX detec tor  is  show n
schematically on page 6. It is the only
RHIC experiment that focuses on the
detect ion of photons, electrons, and
m uons. In a typical collision, several
hu ndred  of  these  will  en ter  the
detector where t heir propert ies are
m easured. The proper t ies of t he
muons are studied using two forward
m uon arms, where the particles are
t racked and iden t ified. T he to tal
energy carried away from t he colli-
sion by the leptons in directions per-
pendicular to the beam is measured
with an electromagnetic calorimeter
that surrounds the interaction point.
The track of each detected lepton is
deter m ined using t he  infor m at ion
provided by various t racki ng and
i m aging detectors t hat are located
bet ween t he in teraction poin t and
the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
tracks recorded for one of t he firs t
collisions observed by PHENIX are
also show n in t he illu s tra t ion on
page 6.  These tracks all point toward
the collision point. Over 450 scien-
tists and engineers from 10 countries
are  members  of  the PHENIX collabo-
ration.

T he PH OBOS detec t or is show n
schematically on page 7. It feat ures
a nu mber of differen t silicon-based
detector systems and various plastic
scin tillators. Each collision is char-
acterized by measuring the total mul-
tiplicity of charged particles, over vir-
tually all phase space, using a silicon
m ultiplici ty detector. Abou t 1 per-
cen t of the total number of charged
particles en ter a silicon spectrome-
ter, located in a strong magnetic field,
where their energy loss, momentum,
and veloci t y are m easu red. The

spectrometer is capable of iden tify-
ing charged par t icles down to very
low t ransverse m o m e nt a. T he re-
constructed tracks observed in one
of t he firs t coll isions observed a t
PHOBOS are shown in the inset in the
figure on the previous page. Since the
dat a volu m e for a t ypical eve n t is
ra t her s m all, abou t 18 k ilobyt e,
PHOBOS can take data at minim um
bias at full RHIC luminosity. About
70 scientists and engineers from three
coun tries are m e mbers of this col-
laboration.

WATCH OUT FOR 2001

The first  physics run,  completed in
September 2000, provided all exper-
iments with a wealt h of data on the
proper t ies of n uclear collisions at
unprecedented energies. RHIC oper-
ation will resu m e in t he m iddle of
2001,  with an increase in lu minosity
and energy. It is expected that by the
end of su m m er 2001 ,  coll isions
bet ween gold ions wi t h an energy
of 100 GeV per n ucleon will occur
rou tinely,  and the Big Bang will be
recrea t ed on Long Island several
times per second.

On The Web

For related information on this
topic refer to the following Internet
addresses:

http://teacher.pas.rochester.edu/
(author’s home page)

http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/
(home page of the Relativistic
Heavy-Ion Collider)

http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/brahms/WWW/
brahms.html
(home page of the BRAHMS
collaboration)

http://www.star.bnl.gov/STAR/
(home page of the STAR
collaboration)

http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/phenix/
(home page of the PHENIX
collaboration)

http://phobos-srv.chm.bnl.gov/
(home page of the PHOBOS
collaboration

http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/html2/tour.html
(virtual tour of the RHIC facility)

http://www.pubaf.bnl.gov/pr/bnl-
pr060800.html
(news release of the observation
of the first collisions at RHIC)
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FREE THE QUARKS

UAN TUM CHROM ODYNAMICS, or QCD,
is t he t heory of quarks and gluons and their in ter-
actions. Its equations are simple enough to fi t  on
the back of an envelope. After a quick glance you
migh t conclude that QCD is not very different

from the theory of electricity and magnetism called quan-
tum electrodynamics, or QED, which describes the behavior
of electrons—for example, t hose in t he beams within any
television set or computer monitor—and the photons they
interact with. The laws of QCD describe particles called
quarks, which are similar to electrons except that, in addi-
tion to electric charge, t hey carry new charges w himsically
called “ colors.” Their interactions involve eigh t new photon-
like massless particles called gluons, represen ting eigh t new
“ color-electric” and “ color-magnetic” fields. A glance at the
equations of QCD suggests that they describe beams of
quarks, new color forces with macroscopic range, and gluon
lasers. This first impression would be wrong.

QCD describes protons, neu trons, pions, kaons, and many
other subatomic par ticles collectively known as hadrons. A
hadron has two importan t properties: i t is “ color-neutral,”
and it is m uch heavier than the quarks inside it. For exam-
ple, t he proton is often described as made of two up quarks
and one down quark. Indeed, this combination of quarks has

by KRISH NA RAJAGOPAL

Q
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exactly the righ t electric charge (+1)
and color (0) to describe a proton. But,
a pro ton weighs abo u t 50 t i m es as
m uch as these three quarks! Thus a
pro ton (or  a  neu t ron,  or  any  o ther
hadron) m ust be a very complicated
bou nd s ta t e of m any quarks, an t i-
quarks, and gluons (wit h three more
quarks t han an t iquarks). Q C D de-
scribes  how the  ligh t  quarks  and
massless gluons bind to for m t hese
complicated bu t colorless packages
that turn ou t to be so heavy. It also
describes how these hadrons the m-
selves bind to for m t he a tom ic nu-
clei. Thus QCD describes the physics
of everything that makes up our quo-
tidian world wi t h t he except ion of
the electrons and photons.  And yet
we have never seen a beam of quarks
or a gluon laser. How, then, does the
reality t hat Q CD describes t urn out
to be so differen t from what a glance
at its laws seems to suggest?

The answer to this question relies
on our u nderstanding of the proper-
ties of the vacuum. Furthermore, we
shall see that our naive first impres-
sions are actually correct at temper-
at u res above t wo tr illion degrees
kelvin. At such ul trahigh te mpera-
tures,  t he s t uff  tha t QC D describes
does indeed look like a plasma of free
quarks and gluons.  The en tire Uni-
verse was at least this hot for the first
10 microseconds after the Big Bang.
Thus the goal of heavy-ion collision
experi men ts is to hea t up t iny por-
t ions of t he Universe to recrea te
t hese condi t ions in order to s t udy
Q CD by simplifying it.

IN A U NIVERSE governed by
the laws of quantu m mechanics,
t he vacu u m is no t e m pty. All

states are characterized by quantu m-

mechanical fluctuations, and the vac-
uu m is just the state in which these
fluctuations happen to yield the low-
est possible energy. In QCD , t he vac-
u u m is a frot hing, seet hi ng sea of
quarks,  an t iquarks,  an d gluon s ar-
ranged precisely so as t o have t he
mini m um possible energy.

QCD describes excitations of t his
vac uu m; in deed, we are m ade of
these excitations. In order to u nder-
s tand  how t hey  tu rn  ou t  to  be  t he
colorless and heavy hadrons, instead
of colorful and ligh t quarks and glu-
ons, one m ust better understand sev-
eral st riking proper t ies of t he Q C D
vacuu m.

According to Q C D ,  t he force
bet ween quarks is ac t ually ra t her
weak as long as the quarks are close
toget her, closer t han 1 fer mi. (One
fer mi, or 1 F, equals 10−15 meters—or
approxi mately the size of a proton.)
This weakness of t he force bet ween
nearby quarks,  called “ asy m ptot ic
freedom” by i ts discoverers David
Gross, Fran k Wilczek, a nd David
Politzer, explains how we can “ see”
quarks a t al l.  A m icroscope suffi-
cien t ly powerfu l t hat i t can look
wit hin  a  pro ton wi t h  a  resolu t ion
m uch s m aller t han 1 F allows one
to observe weakly interacting quarks.
T he firs t sufficien t ly powerful m i-
croscope was the SLAC linear accel-
era tor; quarks were first seen using
this device in experiments conducted
in the late 1960s by Jerome Friedman,
Henry Kendall, Richard Taylor, and
their collaborators.

Asymptotic freedom is a property
of the QCD vacuum, which describes
how it responds to an “ extra” quark.
T his quark disturbs (polarizes) t he
nearby vacuu m, which responds by
surrounding it with a cloud of many

Six Different Quarks

TO DATE, six different
quarks have been discov-
ered. Two quarks—up and

down—are light: only about 10
times heavier than the electron. Up
quarks, down quarks, and the
massless gluons are the main con-
stituents of pions, protons, and
neutrons. The proton mass is
938 MeV while the sum of the
masses of two up quarks and one
down quark is about 20 MeV. The
strange quark is the next heaviest
quark, with a mass about 20 times
that of the up and down quarks.
Although strange quarks do play
an important role in heavy ion colli-
sions, this article focuses on the
lighter up and down quarks. The
three heaviest quarks—charm,
bottom, and top—are heavy
enough to be left out of this article.

Approximate
Quarks Mass(MeV/c)
up (u) 5
down (d) 10
strange (s) 150
charm (c) 1,300
bottom (b) 4,200
top (t) 175,000
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If we add quarks to the QCD vac-
uu m, they in teract with this quark-
antiquark condensate, and the result
is that they behave as if they have a
large m ass. T hus t he presence of a
hadron disturbs the condensate, and
the largest contribution to the mass
of the hadron is the energy of this dis-
turbance. In effect, t he condensate
slows the quarks down, and because
of i t s  presence,  hadrons are m uc h
heavier t han t he quarks of w hic h
they are made. (See the box “On t he
Origin of Mass” on the next page.)

There is one exception to the dic-
tu m that hadrons must be heavy. Be-
cause QCD does not specify in which
direction the arrows poin t, it should
be relatively easy to excite “waves”
in which the directions of the arrows
ripple as a wave passes by. In quan-
tu m mechanics, all such waves are
associa ted wit h par t icles, and be-
cause these waves are easily excited,
the related particles should not have
m uch mass. This exception was first
unders tood i n 1961 by Yoic hiro
Nam bu and Jeffrey Goldstone. The
requisite part icles, the well-known
pions, weigh in at about one-seventh
of the proton’s mass.

Thus the QC D vacuum is  a  com-
plex s ta te of m at t er. The laws de-
scribing it are written in terms of col-
ored  quarks  and  gluons,  bu t  i t s
nat ural exci ta t ions are colorless
hadrons, which are heavy because of
their  in teraction wit h  a  sym metry-
breaking condensate t hat pervades
all of space.

O NE GOOD WAY of test-
ing our understanding of the
Q C D vacu u m is to crea te

new, simpler, states of mat ter (often
called phases) in which QCD behaves

quark-antiquark pairs and gluons. In
par t icular, t his cloud acts so as to
ensure t hat  t he force bet ween t his
quark and another quark (surrounded
by its own cloud) does not lessen as
one t ries to separa te the quarks.
Pulling a single, isolated quark com-
pletely ou t of a colorless hadron
requires working against a force that
does not  weak en w it h increasing
separation—and therefore costs in fi-
nite energy. Thus the energy of a sin-
gle quark (or of any excitation of the
QCD vacuum that has nonzero color)
is  i nfini t e,  once  one  includes  the
energy cost of t he resul ting dist ur-
bance of the vacuum. Adding a color-
less  com binat ion  of  quarks  to  the
vacuu m dist urbs it m uch less, cre-
ating a finite energy excitation. Real
excitations of the QCD vacuum must
t herefore be colorless.

To u nders tand why hadrons are
heavy, we need a seco nd crucial,
quali tat ive, feat ure to describe the
QCD vacuum. We must specify what
fraction of the quark-an tiquark pairs
at any location is uu–, dd

–
, ud

–
or du–.

At each poin t in space, the vacuum
is therefore described by a “vector”
t ha t  can poin t  any direct ion in an
abstract four-dimensional space with
axes labeled uu–, dd

–
,  etc. In order to

achieve the lowest energy, QCD pre-
dicts t hat all t hese vectors must be
aligned. A sea of quark-an t iquark
pairs so ordered is called a “conden-
sate.” The fact that the arrows m ust
pick  one  am ong  many  o therwise
equivalen t direc t ions is know n as
sym metry breaking. The condensate
t hat characterizes the QCD vacuum
is m uch like a ferrom agnet, wi thin
which all the microscopic spin vec-
tors are aligned (see illustration above
righ t).

T = 0
u–u

d
–

d

0 < T < Tc

T > Tc

Melting the Vacuum. (Top) The QCD vac-
uum is a condensate. At each location
are quark-antiquark pairs whose type
must be specified by an arrow indicating
what fraction of the pairs are uu− versus
dd− versus ud− versus du−. Only two of
these four directions are shown. The
central property of a condensate is that
all the arrows are aligned. (Middle) At
non-zero temperatures, the arrows
describing the condensate begin to un-
dulate. These waves can equally well be
described as a gas of particles, called
pions. (Bottom) As the temperature
increases, the waves on the condensate
become more and more violent. Above
some critical temperature, the arrows
are completely scrambled, and the con-
densate has melted.
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as expected on first glance. Is there a
phase of mat ter in which quarks can
roam free? In which the excitations
are closer to being individual quarks
and gluons rat her  than t he com pli-
cated packages we call hadrons?

Asymptotic freedom provides two
ways to free the quarks. The first is
to squeeze nuclei together until their
protons and neutrons overlap. In the
resulting “quark mat ter” the quarks
are close toge t her, and t herefore
i n t erac t only weak ly. T he second
approach is to take a chunk of mat-
ter and heat it. When you heat a mag-
net, by analogy, the spins in the mag-
net  s tar t  to  oscil la te; even t ually,
above so m e cri t ical te m pera t u re,
they oscillate so wildly that the spins
all poin t in random direc tions, and
the magnet loses its magnetization.
Something similar happens in QCD .
At low temperatures, the arrows that
describe t he QCD condensate ripple,
yielding a gas of pions. Above a crit-
ical te mperat ure, t he arrows oscil-
la te so wildly t hat t hey poin t ra n-
domly, and the condensate “m elts.”
Above i ts crit ical tem perat ure, t he
mat ter described by QCD is more dis-
ordered bu t m ore sy m m et ric (no
direction favored in the illustration
on the previous page) than the QC D
vacuu m.

T heore t ical calcu la t ions t hat
strain the world’s fastest supercom-
puters show that at a temperature of
about 2×1012 K the QCD condensate
should melt  and t he hadrons “ion-
ize,” yielding a plasma in which t he
quarks are free. Once the condensate
m el t s, hadrons need no longer be
heavy, and a pu ta t ive gas of t he m
would  have  so  many  hadrons  and
antihadrons that  these would over-
lap, making it impossible to tell them

apart. What actually occurs (see box
on the opposite page) is a phase tran-
si t ion to a plas m a of quarks, an t i-
quarks, and gluons. At low temper-
atures, QCD describes a gas of pions.
Once the condensate melts, this pion
gas ionizes, releasing quarks and glu-
ons t ha t are ligh t er, m ore n u m er-
ous (three colors of each of up, down,
and strange quarks plus their  an t i-
quarks and eight types of gluons) and
therefore have a m uch larger energy
density at a given temperature.

WE NOW HAVE the nec-
essary tools to describe
the prominent features on

the phase diagram of QC D (see illus-
tra t ion on page 14).  At low densi-
ties and temperatures, we find the fa-
m iliar world of hadron s. T he only
k now n place in w hich n uclei are
squeezed toge t her wi t hou t bei ng
heated is the center of neutron stars.
T he cores of these ex traordinarily
den se cinders,  wit h m asses abou t
that of the Sun but with radii of only
abou t 10 k m, may be made of super-
conducting quark mat ter.

To find a phase of mat ter in which
QC D sim plifies completely and the
exci t at ions  are  on ly  quarks  and
gluons,  we m ust  explore t he high-
te m perat ure regions of  t he phase
diagram. Upon heating any chunk of
mat ter to trillions of degrees, the vac-
uu m condensate melts, t he hadrons
ionize, and the quarks and gluons are
free to roam in t he resulting quark-
gluon plasm a. The Universe began
far up the vertical axis of the diagram:
at its earliest moments, shortly after
the Big Bang, i t was filled wi t h a
very ho t  quark-gluon  plas m a  tha t
expanded and cooled, moving down
t he ver t ical axis, falling below

On the Origin of Mass

THE VACUUM in which we
live is actually filled with two
condensates: a quark-

antiquark condensate required by
QCD and another of Higgs particles
required by the weak interaction. If
neither condensate were present,
both quarks and protons would be
massless. The quarks get their
(light, but non-zero) mass from
their interaction with the Higgs
condensate; about 1/50th of the
mass of protons and neutrons is
due to its presence. The remainder
of the mass of protons and neu-
trons (and of all hadrons) is due to
the presence of the quark-
antiquark condensate.
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2×1012 K after about 10 microseconds.
Since t hen,  quarks have been con-
fined in hadrons—with t he possible
exception of quarks at t he centers of
neu tron stars  an d t hose t hat  are
briefly liberated in heavy-ion colli-
sions.

IN A HEAVY-IO N collision,
t wo n uclei accelerated to enor-
mous energies are collided in an

at te m pt  to  create  a  t iny,  u l t rahot
region wit hin which m at ter en ters
the quark-gluon plasma phase. As in
t he Big Bang (bu t  m uc h m ore
quic kly) t his quark-gl uon plas m a
droplet expands and cools, moving
downward on the phase diagram. For
a brief instant the quarks are free, but
t heir liberation is short lived. After
about 10−22 second they recombine to
for m an expanding gas of hadrons,
which rat tle around as t hey expand
for  perhaps  ano ther 10−22 second.
After that these hadrons are so dilute
t hat they fly ou twards wit hou t fur-
t her  sca t te ring,  to be see n in a
detect or.  T he STAR and PH OBOS
detectors  a t Brookhaven  N at ional
Laborat ory (see previous ar t icle,
“Creating a Lit tle Big Bang on Long
Island,” by Frank Wolfs) record many
thousands of hadrons—the end prod-
ucts  of  a  collision in which quark-
gluon plasma may have been created.

T he purpose of  t hese heavy-ion
collision experiments is twofold. We
hope to create a region of quark-gluon
plasma—the stuff  of  the Big Bang—
and m easu re i t s proper t ies to see
whether the complexit ies of the QCD
vacu u m have t ruly m el ted away.
And,  we hope to study how mat ter
behaves as i t  undergoes t he transi-
tion from this plasma back to a mun-
dane hadron gas.

Tc ~ 140–190 MeV
~ (1.6–2.2) × 1012 K

T

Condensate

Ideal Quark-Gluon
Plasma

T

ε
T 4

Pion Gas

(Top) The strength of the condensate
(the “vector average” of all the
colored arrows in the illustration on
page 11) decreasing with increasing
temperature. The shape of this curve
mirrors that of an analogous curve
showing how magnetization vanishes
when the spins in a magnet get
scrambled at a temperature of only a
few hundred degrees. (Bottom) The
higher the temperature (T), the more
energy per unit volume (ε). The ratio
ε/T4 is a measure of how many differ-
ent types of particles are present.
ε/T4 rises rapidly from the value for a
pion gas to close to the value for an
ideal quark-gluon plasma in which the
interactions between quarks and
gluons have become weak. This rise
directly reflects the freeing of the
quarks.

For the last five years, the highest-
energy heavy-ion collisions occurred
i n experi m en ts done a t  t he Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) a t CERN .
Bu t in June 2000, t he first collisions
occurred a t Brook haven’s  new
Relat ivis t ic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) whose collisions are about 10
times more energetic. What does this
big energy increase buy? It boosts the
ini tial  energy densi ty,  and thus  the
initial temperature, pushing furt her
upward in to t he expected quark-
gluo n plas m a region of  t he phase
diagram . In addi t ion, t hese higher
energy collisions produce many more
pions, diluting the net quark density.
As we build more energet ic heavy-
ion colliders, t herefore, we explore
upwards and to t he left on the phase

diagram, more closely recreating the
condit ions of the Big Bang. To date,
we have only t he firs t, si m plest
analyses of collisions a t RHIC , bu t
it is already clear that these collisions
have higher ini tial energy densit ies
and lower net  quark densi t ies  t han
at the SPS.

The intriguing SPS results reveal
several aspects t hat are difficult to
m odel u sing only t he physics of
hadrons. One example is the paucity
of J/Ψ part icles, w hich include one
charm and one antichar m quark. As
charm quarks are heavy, they are pro-
duced only rarely in a heavy-ion col-
lision. Those few that do occur arise
fro m t he earl ies t m ost energet ic
quark-quark collisions. If a char m
and an tichar m quark are created in
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a quark-gluon plasma (wherein t hey
are free to wander), they are unlikely
to find each other and form a J/Ψ. The
st rik ing pauci ty  of J /Ψ par t icles i n
measure ments by t he NA50 experi-
m en t a t  t he SPS i s  t herefore  qui te
interesting. Furt her experiments by
N A50 and the PHENIX experiment at
RHIC should help to resolve remain-
ing ambiguities in the in terpretation
of t hese data. One interpretat ion is
that t he SPS heavy-ion collisions are
exploring the crossover region in the
phase diagra m (t he colored “ in-
bet ween region” in t he illustrat ion
on t he previous page), where Q C D
is not well described eit her as a gas
of hadrons or as a quark-gluon plasma.
How can we test this hypot hesis?

One idea uses the fact that higher
energy collisions cool by passing
through the phase transition region
farther to the left. Near t he vertical
axis of the phase diagram (traversed

by t he Big Bang and by the highest
energy collisions),  t he phase transi-
tion from quarks to hadrons occurs
s m oot hly a nd con tin uously.  I t  is
t herefore qui te  differen t  from t he
boiling of water, which occurs a t a
sharply defined temperature at which
its proper ties change sharply. Theo-
re t ical argu m e nt s sugges t t hat a t
higher net quark densi ty, the phase
transi t ion between quark-gl uon
plasm a and hadrons is similarly dis-
continuous and can be shown in the
illustration on the left as a sharp line.
This line ends at what is called t he
“ critical poin t.”

There are pheno mena that occur
at the critical point and nowhere else
on the phase diagram. At this poin t,
t he arrows of t he figure on page 13
undulate in a unique, precisely cal-
culable, manner. Consequently, dis-
tinctive fluctuations occur in those
heavy-ion collisions that pass near
t he cri t ical poin t as t hey cool. For
exa m ple, t he m ean m om en t u m of
the 100 lowest-energy pions in a col-
lision should vary enor mously from
one collision to the next. T he NA49
experi m en t  a t  t h e SPS has done a
careful search for such fluctuations
bu t has not seen any. The search for
t he cri t ical poin t con t i nues, wi t h
RHIC exploring to t he left in the il-
lu s tra t ion above a nd ne w lower
energy SPS collisions exploring fur-
t her  to t he righ t .  Early indicat ions
are t hat fluctuat ions in RHIC colli-
sions are an order of magnitude larger
than t hose at the SPS,  but it rem ains
to be determined whether these have
the characteristic features that would
signal t he discovery of t he cri t ical
poin t.

In addition to studying the tran-
si tion between quark-gluon plasma

Superconducting
Q uark Matter

Quark-Gluon Plasm a

Crit ical
Point

Hadrons

T

µ

~ 150 MeV

?

Heavy Ion
Collisions

Neutron StarsN ucleiVacuu m

T
he

U
ni

v e
rs

e

SPS?

RHIC?

Phases of QCD as a function of tempera-
ture and µ, a quantity that is a conve-
nient measure of the net quark density,
namely the density of quarks minus that
of antiquarks. The vacuum is at the bot-
tom left; nuclei have non-zero net quark
density. Squeezing nuclei without heat-
ing them pushes matter to the right on
the diagram, while heating matter
pushes it up. The colored line separat-
ing the quark-gluon plasma from the
hadronic phase ends at a critical point.
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expected. If the vacuu m condensate
melts and hadrons ionize, freeing the
quarks, we shall have realized t he
drea m of si mplicity i mplicit in t he
laws of Q CD .

and hadrons, we wish to use heavy-
ion collisions to measure properties
of t he ne wly crea ted quark-gluon
plasma itself. To do so, we need ob-
servables that tell us abou t the ear-
liest, hottest, moments of a collision.
O ne si m ple way is to shoot a very
fas t  quark through the plas m a and
watch how rapidly i t loses energy.
Estimates suggest that a quark plow-
ing t h rough such a plas m a loses
m uch more energy than it would if
i t encoun ters only heavy, colorless
hadrons. We search for signs of t his
rapid energy loss by looki ng for a
paucity of 5–10 GeV pions emerging
from a heavy ion collision. Any such
energetic pions m ust have originated
as a fast quark. If these quarks have
to figh t t heir way through a quark-
gluon plasma, t hey will lose energy
and t her m alize, and consequen t ly
very few 5–10 GeV pions will be seen,
relative to what occurs in proton col-
lisions.

Despite best effor ts, however, no
evidence of such a deficit has been
seen at  t he SPS.  Perhaps t he m ost
exciting announcement at the recent
Q uark Matter  conference was t hat
preliminary data from both the STAR
and PHENIX experiments show about
5 t im es fewer energet ic pions t han
expected. Wit h t i m e, t his observa-
t ion sh ould becom e a quan t i tat ive
m easure t hat w ill allow us to t est
whet her high tem perat ure QC D in-
deed describes a quark-gluon
plasma—and to test predictions of its
proper ties.

We wait with great in terest, hop-
ing that experimenters soon con firm
they are regularly recreating the very
s t uff  of  t he Big Bang.  As t hey t hen
begin to m easure i ts properties, we
shall learn whether QCD behaves as
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by BRUCE SCHUMM

IN A 1963 LECTURE on the makings of a good scientif-
ic theory, Nobel laureate Richard Feyn man compared
Newton’s law of gravitation to a hypothetical theory of
celestial mechanics based on the in fluence of “ oomph”— a
fanciful motive quality possessed by the planets t hat, in its
vagueness, could be deemed responsible for any observed
behavior of t he solar system. Newton’s theory is m uch
preferable, Feyn man observed, because the smallest disagree-
men t with its precise predictions of celestial motion could
prove it wrong. For the Theory of Oomph, however, “ the
planets could wobble all over the place, and . . . you could
say ‘Well, t hat is t he fun ny behavior of t he oomph.’ So, t he
more specific t he rule, t he more powerful it is, the more
liable it is to exceptions, and the more interesting and
valuable it is to check.”

In exactly this spirit, two com m unities of physicists—one
based at SLAC and another at the pan-European CERN labora-
tory, set out on complem entary paths to test the Standard
Model of particle physics with knife-edge precision. For the
Standard Model, with its definit ive relations between its
basic physical quan tities, fi t s Feyn man’s criterion to a ‘T.’ It
stands as our leading theory of fundamental in teractions,
for ming the very core of our curren t ideas abou t causation in
the subatomic world. And, perhaps best of all, it incorporates
into its structure a nu mber of ideas t hat profoundly affect
the way we view the world in which we live.

Fore most among the revelations suggested by the Standard
Model is the notion that, for indivisible fundamental

Exacting measurements

of a central parameter

in the Standard Model

are providing

tantalizing hints

that the discovery

of the elusive Higgs

boson may be just

around the corner.

Precision in Collision: Dis
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par ticles,
mass is
merely an
illusion,
induced
by the

swirling of
eddy cur-

rents in an
all-pervasive

underlying
field called the

“ Higgs” field.
Hardly a t heory of

oomph, the existence of
the Higgs field has a nu mber of

clearly predicted consequences, the
most direct of these being an en tirely new type of in teraction between mat-
ter particles t hat should become appreciable as their energy of in teraction
gets very large. In m uch the same way t hat a game of catch be tween two ice
skaters can cause them to drift apart, this new in teraction is mediated by an
exchange between the mat ter par ticles. In this case, though, the game is
played with an odd sort of ball—a new particle known as the “ Higgs boson,”
with proper ties unlike those of any known particle.

In 1983,  as t he LEP and SLC programs began construction at CERN and SLAC,
t he Higgs boson see med far away indeed. The m ore i m mediate goal was to
pu t t he Standard Model t hrough i ts paces with a rigorous examinat ion of its
exacting quan titative relations. In this way, the physicists hoped to find the

sect ing t he Standard Model
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controlled experiment that, say, mea-
sures t he an nihilat ion rate of  high
energy electrons and positrons into
the Z boson—one of t wo possible
“ balls” (the ot her being the electri-
cally charged W boson) w hose
exchange m ediates the obscure bu t
essent ial weak nuclear force. Now,
consider a second, pari ty-inver ted
experi m en t, arranged as a m irror-
reflection of the first experiment, but
alike in every other way. Com mon
sense suggests t hat the annihilation
rate in the second experiment should
be iden tical to t hat of the first, bu t
such is not the case. In this sense, the
interaction of mat ter with the W and
Z bosons,  and th us t he weak in ter-
act ion i t self, viola tes sym m et ry
under such a parity inversion.

Specifically, the aspec t of t he
experi m en tal se t up t hat is al tered
under mirror reflection is the handed-
ness of  the incoming electrons and
posit rons.  Elect rons “ spin” abou t
their axes; if t his spin is seen to be
clock wise as t he par t icle recedes
fro m t he viewer, t he par t icle is
deemed to be right-handed, while a
left-handed par t icle spins coun ter-
clock wise. Mirror reflec t ion pre-
serves t he sense of t he electron’s

s m alles t disagreem ent t hat would
lead to the next leap forward in pre-
dictions of the Standard Model—or
to rule out, by its absence, possible
new paradigm s of nat u ral order
drea m t up by ever-creative theoret-
ical physicis ts. Bu t ,  t hrough a
heal t hy  compet i t ion  be t ween  t he
t wo labs, tem pered by m utual sup-
port and a free exchange of ideas and
personnel, the precision of these tests
has exceeded expecta t ions to such
a degree that t he poten tial effect of
the new Higgs interaction is now be-
ginning to en ter the picture.

As t his art icle goes to press, t he
last chapter in this story—the com-
pilat ion and co m bi nat ion of  t he
finalized resul ts of t hese precision
tests—is nearing completion in a col-
laborat ive effort between the SLAC
and CERN precision-m easure m ent
groups. The unprecedented accuracy
of this combined result is providing
what may be an early hint of the im-
minent discovery of the Higgs boson.

WH AT IS p a r t i c u l ar l y
amazing about these stud-
ies is t heir capacit y to

extract  measurem ents  of  exquisi te
precision from t he relative chaos of
high energy part icle collisions. As
experim ental physicists, we squint
and cover ou r ears as pot en t ially
lethal beams of mat ter and antimat-
ter collide, producing miniature ex-
plosions of a concentration not seen
since the instant of the Big Bang. And
yet, using our co mputer-aided pow-
ers of vision, we can determine cer-
t ain proper t ies of t hese col lisions
with aut horitative accuracy.

At t he heart  of  m uch of  this  ex-
perimentation lies the notion of par-
i ty violat ion. Consider a carefully

spinning motion while reversing the
direction of its fl ight, thus exchang-
ing left-handed for right-handed elec-
trons, and vice versa.

Experiments performed in the late
1950s, in terpreted in t he con text of
today’s Standard Model, demonstrate
t hat W bosons in teract exclusively
wit h left-handed elect rons: t he W
sim ply refuses to consort at all with
right-handed electrons. So the mirror-
reflect ion of a reac t ion originally
involving left-handed electrons and
W bosons will be a reaction involving
W bosons and right-handed electrons,
and is forbidden from taking place.
In this sense, weak nuclear in terac-
t ions mediated by t he W boson are
said to exhibit complete, or maximal,
parity violation.

Such, however, is not the case for
weak interactions mediated by the Z
boson. The electrically neutral Z is
much like a massive photon—the in-
divisible quantum of light that we now
know to be the “ ball” that is ex-
changed in electromagnetic interac-
tions. However, while the photon has
no preference for handedness, t he
weak-force Z boson does exhibi t a
preference—but only a partial one—
for left-handed particles over righ t-
handed ones.

In the Standard Model the extent
of t h is “ m ixi ng” of t he pari ty-
violating weak and parity-respecting
electromagnetic interactions (to pro-
vide a weak-force mediating Z boson
that exhibits partial parity violation)
is characterized by a quantity known
as the “ weak mixing angle” θW, com-
m only expressed in ter m s of t he
square of its trigonometric sine: sin2θW.
Since the sine function (and thus also
its square) varies from 0 to 1,  sin2θW
acts as a convenien t way to express

There is thus a

strong suggestion

that particle

physics is poised on

the verge of one of

the most profound

of its many

discoveries.
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t he  exten t  to  w h ich  the Z is com-
posed of parity-respecting as opposed
to parity-violating componen ts.

For example, a value of sin2 θW = 0
would correspond to a Z boson made
up entirely of t he st uff of the parity-
violat ing weak force. Like t he W
boson, such a Z boson would mediate
weak in teractions that violate parity
com pletely—it would only per m it
left-handed mat ter particles to inter-
act. In fact, though, sin2θW has a val-
ue of abou t 0.2, meaning that about
20 percen t of i t s co m posi t ion is
electro m agnet ic-like. This ad m ix-
t ure  ensu res  tha t  t he Z will  have
so m e s m al l  degree  of  in terest  in
right-handed mat ter particles. It thus
will exhibit parity violat ion that is
not quite complete.

T he essen t ial poin t is t his: once
the mass of the Z boson and the over-
all s t rengths of t he weak and elec-
tromagnetic forces have been deter-
m ined,  t hen sin 2θW ,  and  t hus  the
exact degree of the Z ’s preference for
left-handed over right-handed mat-
ter particles, is precisely predicted by
the formalism of the Standard Model.
Exacting m easure ments of t he rela-
tive in teraction rates of t he Z boson
wit h righ t-  and left-handed quarks
and leptons com prise the most pre-
cise t es t ever done of t he Standard
Model.

D URIN G THE 1990s,  two
elect ron-posit ron colliders
ran at precisely the energy

necessary to produce Z bosons.
Bet wee n 1989 a nd 1995, t he Large
Electron-Posi t ron (LEP) collider a t
CERN produced over 15 million Z ’s,
whose decays were recorded by the
ALEPH , DELPHI, L3, and OPAL detec-
tors. The pioneering Stanford Linear

Hadron Calorimeters
and Return  Yoke

Electro magnetic
Calorimeters M uon

Detectors

Jet
Cham ber

Ver tex
Cham ber

Microvertex
Detector

Z Cham bers

Solenoid and
Pressure Vessel

Tim e of Flight
Detector

Presam pler

Silicon Tungsten
Lu m inom eter

Forward
Detector

Collider (SLC) at SLAC produced just
over half a m illion Z boson even ts
between 1989 and 1998, recorded by
the SLD det ector (and t he earlier
Mark-II detector). Unlike LEP, how-
ever,  t he SLC was able to run wit h
a preponderance of i t s elect rons
polarized either right- or left-handed,
depending on the whim of a random
trigger.

With their com manding data sam-
ples, the LEP experiments were quick
to m easure t he Z boson m ass by
finding t he precise energy at which
t he rat e of  elect ron-posi t ron an ni-
hilation to the Z was greatest. This
st udy yielded t he remarkably accu-
ra t e resu l t M Z = 91.1874±0.0021
GeV/c2. Combined with even more
exacting measurements of the strengths
of t he wea k and electrom agne t ic
forces, this result led to the predic-
tion sin2 θW = 0.21215±0.00001.  T he
stage was thus set for a precise test
of  the Sta ndard Model via pari t y
violation measurements.

The OPAL (Omni-Purpose Apparatus at
LEP) detector is typical of the five detec-
tors built at CERN to study the physics of
the Z boson.
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action of the Z wit h the τ lepton. A
second approach is to m easure the
“forward-backward asy m metry”—
the rate at which quarks or leptons
from Z boson decay e m erge in t he
sa me general direction as t he elec-
t ron bea m , rela t ive to t he rat e for
those heading in the opposite direc-
tion (see the diagra m on t he left).

T he precise det er m inat ion of
these Z boson properties required the
development of state-of-the-art par-
t icle detectors, such as LEP’s OPAL
detector (see illustration on page 19).
For a Z boson decaying into a quark-
antiquark pair, about 20 charged and
a similar number of neu tral particles
emanate from the electron-positron
collision poin t in t he cen ter of t he
detector, typically in t wo back-to-
back cones known as jets. OPAL’s jet
cham ber reconstructs  the pat h and
momentum of each charged particle
as i t curls i t s way t h rough t he de-
tector's magnetic field, while the ver-
tex detector adds a few ultraprecise
measurements close to the collision
point so that its exact point of origin
can be precisely deter m ined. Since
particles containing bot tom (b) and
char m ed (c) quarks travel 1–2 m il-
limeters before decaying into a m ul-
tiplicity of detectable particles, t his
poin t-of-origin infor m at ion can be
used to identify events for which the
Z decayed in to b and c quarks. The
ti m e-of-fligh t  and m uon detectors
help to establish the iden tity of the
individual charged par ticles, while
the layers of calori metry deter mine
t he energy an d direct ion of  bot h
charged and neutral particles.

For exa m ple, even ts wi t h a b
quark and b

–
antiquark from the decay

of a Z boson can be iden tified using
poi n t-of-origi n i nfor m a tion fro m

Given t he rela t ionship between
handedness and pari ty,  t he m ost
direct way to measure t he degree of
parity violation in the interaction of
the Z boson  wit h  m at ter  is  to  m ea-
sure the difference—or asym metry—
in the production rates of the Z with
left- and right-handed electron beams.
This “ left-righ t asy m metry” m eas-
urement has m uch to recom mend it:
the result depends very heavily on the
precise value of sin 2θW ,  wh ile  i t s
dependence on potent ial sources of
experi m en tal  error,  such as  li mi ta-
tions in the apparatus detecting the
decaying Z bosons, is very weak. The
real challenge lies in get ting the elec-
tron beam to be highly polarized—
and in m easu ring t he polarizat ion
accurately. The SLD collaboration did
both of t hese admirably, polarizing
abou t 75 percen t of the electrons in
t he bea m and m easu ring t hat per-
centage to a relative accuracy of five
part s  per  thousand (see t he Spring
1995 edition of the Beam Line, Vol. 25,
No. 1 for an in-dept h discussion of
SLD’s left-right asym metry measure-
men t). In addition to permit ting the
most precise measurement of sin2θW
to date, both of these achievements
have set new standards for electron
beam polarization.

Luckily for the LEP team, there are
a nu mber of ot her ways to measure
sin2θW that instead make use of t he
decay properties of the Z boson and
do not require a polarized electron
beam. The decay of the tau (τ) lepton
(an u ns table heavier  cousin of  t he
electron) is simple enough that it can
be used to deter mine their handed-
ness when t hey occasionally resul t
from the decay of  the Z . In t his way,
sin 2θW can be m easured from t he
handedness preference of  the in ter-

Positron (e+)

Electron (e–) θ < 90°

Z

b Q uark

b
–

 An tiquark

Positron (e+)

Electron (e–)
θ > 90°

Z

b Q uark

b
–

 Antiquark

Measuring sin2θW via the forward-
backward asymmetry in the reaction
e+e− → bb−. If the angle θ between the
b quark and the continuation of the
electron’s path is less than 90 degrees,
the event is deemed ‘forward’; if θ > 90
degrees, the event is ‘backward’. The
difference (asymmetry) in the rates of
the forward and backward reactions
depends on the degree of parity viola-
tion in the interaction of the Z with both
the electron and the b quark, and thus
provides a measurement of sin2θW.
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t he vertex detector. Deter m ination
of which of the two jets contains the
negatively-charged b quark (as op-
posed t o t he posi t ive b

–
an t iquark)

co m es fro m t he  iden t ifica t ion of
par t ic u lar  s uba t o m ic par t icles (a
m uon or k ao n) w hose nega t ive
charge establishes it as having come
fro m a b decay. Wit h t he angle θ of
t he b quark’s jet relative to the elec-
t ron bea m direct ion deter m ined by
t h e calori m e t ry, t he excess of
for ward-goi ng (θ < 90°) versus
back ward-goi ng (θ > 90°) b quarks
from Z decay—the b-quark forward-
backward asym m etry—can be pre-
cisely deter mined.

The combined results of all these
m easuremen ts, after conversion to
t h e  co m m on cu r rency  of  s in 2θW ,
yields sin2θW = 0.23156 ±0.00017 (see
t he illust ration at upper righ t). This
i m pressive resul t represen ts a vast
improvement in accuracy—by a fac-
tor of abou t 300—over t hat of m ea-
s u re m e n t s available prior  t o t he
beginning of the program. But when
com pared to t he predict ion sin 2θW
= 0.21215,  t he disagree m ent is sub-
stan tial!

T HE RESOLUTIO N of this
apparen t t heoret ical failure
lies at the very heart of quan-

t u m  m echanics,  for  t h is Standard
Model prediction naively ignored the
fact t hat—according to the Heisen-
berg Uncer tain ty Principle—t he Z
boson can temporarily fluctuate into
a com ple m en tary pair of quarks or
leptons as it mediates a weak in ter-
action process (see the diagrams on
t he next page). Such “vir tual pairs”
sligh t ly al t er t he proper t ies of the
Z boson in a way that  can be pre-
cisely calculated—provided that the

iden t i ty and m ass of each possible
participating particle is known.

In fact ,  w hen m easure m e nt s of
sin2θW were first becoming available
from LEP in the early 1990s, one such
particle—the top quark—had yet to
be observed. Calculat ions revealed
t hat t he effect of t he vir t ual pairs
could bring the predictions of sin2θW
in line with t he measurements pro-
vided t hat the mass of the top quark
lay wit hi n abou t 10 percen t of
165 GeV/c2. The subsequen t discov-
ery of  the top quark at Fer m ilab in
1995, wi t h a mass of 174±5 GeV/c2,
represen t ed a st rik ing t riu m ph for
the Standard Model.

Even so, one essential component
of t he Standard Model remains a t
large—the Higgs boson. Like all other
par t icles, the Higgs boson m ust be
taken into account in the correction
for t he effec t of t he vir t ual pairs,
although its contribution to this effect
is  small.  With Fer milab’s  top quark
mass included in the virtual pair cor-
rection, the Standard Model predic-
tion for the parity violation measure-
ments becomes sin2θW = 0.2322±0.0008,
with the small uncertainty on the pre-
dict ion reflecting the fact t hat t he
mass of the Higgs can be anything at
all, as long as it’s greater than about
110 GeV/c2 (otherwise it would already
have been discovered).

Never t heless, today’s m easured
value of sin2θW is even more precise
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Compiled results of parity-violation
based measurements of sin2θW. The left-
right asymmetry measurement was per-
formed at SLAC while the remainder
were done at CERN. Note the fineness of
the vertical scale, reflecting the remark-
able accuracy to which these measure-
ments have been made.

On The Web

For related information on this
topic refer to the following
Internet addresses:

SLD
http://www-sldnt.slac.
stanford.edu/alr

DELPHI
http://webnt.physics.ox.ac.uk/
documents/particledemos/
DelphiIntro/index.html

OPAL
http://opal.web.cern.ch/Opal

Ghostly Visits from the Higgs
http://www-sldnt.slac.stan-
ford.edu/alr/interpretation.htm
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in these proton colliders may in fact
lead to an even greater se t of unre-
solved questions, for the for malism
used to introduce the Higgs field into
the Standard Model involves a num-
ber of ad-hoc notions, suggesting that
it may be more of a step on the path
towards a deeper unders tanding of
the workings of Nature than an end
in itself.

Should this be the case, a careful
dissection of its properties may well
provide the clues needed to propel us
forward to t his nex t level of co m-
prehension. And if t he Higgs boson
indeed lies in t he m ass range sug-
ges ted by the precision m easure-
ments, there would be no bet ter way
to pin down its properties than in the
controlled environm ent of electron-
posi tron coll ision s.  T he m ach ine
needed to do this—a higher energy
linear electron-posit ron collider—
is currently in its design stages, with
SLAC as one of  i t s  pri m ary propo-
nents. Such a machine, providing an
almost certain promise of important
experi m en tal resul ts, would begin
collec t ing data early in t he next
decade.

than t his refined theoretical predic-
tion. We can thus tur n the argument
around and boldly predict that when
t he Higgs boson is discovered, i t s
mass will be found to be somewhere
between 110 and 225 GeV/c2.  In fact,
if data from ot her observables that
can constrain sin2θW are included—
such as t he m ass of t he W boson
(measured at Fermilab and LEP)—the
allowable range for the Higgs mass
is reduced somewhat, to lie between
110 and 175 GeV/c2.

BU T T HE ST ORY hardly
ends t here, for la te last year,
running at an energy far above

t hat necessary t o produce t he Z
boson,  t he four LEP experi m en ts
reported several even ts wi t h decay
pat terns  consisten t  wi th  those  of  a
Higgs boson wi t h a m ass of
115 GeV/c2—righ t in line wit h t he
expectations of t he precision meas-
ure m e n t s.  N ot quite  s ignifican t
enough to merit claims of discovery,
t h is  in t riguing hin t  awai ts  fu r t her
substan tiation.

There is thus a strong suggestion,
due primarily to the decade-long pro-
gram of precision measurem ents of
Z boson proper t ies, t ha t par t icle
physics is poised on the verge of one
of t he m ost profou nd of i t s m any
discoveries. Expectations are running
high t hat  t he Higgs boson will  be
conclusively u ncovered ei t her i n
Run II of the Fermilab Tevatron (see
“ What’s  Next  in t he Search for t he
Higgs?” by John Wom ersley in t he
Win ter 2001 issue of the Beam Line,
Vol. 31, No. 1), or within the first year
of running of CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider, now under construction.

In t he larger  view, though,  t he
likely discovery of t he Higgs boson

Q uark

e– e+

Antiquark

Z

e– e+

Q uark Antiquark

Vacuu m
Fluc tuation

To derive the true theoretical prediction,
the possibility that the Z boson
temporarily fluctuated into a matter-
antimatter pair (bottom) must be
included in the calculation of the basic
Z-boson exchange process (top).
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THE U NIVERSE AT LA RGE

IT OCCURRED TO ME only as I star ted to
write this (t hough it is surely known to many
others) that there is usually a fairly sharp distinc-

tion, based on use, of astronomical devices past and
presen t into: (1) research (Tycho’s  quadrant, t he Keck
10-meter telescope, and Ray Davis’s tank of
perchlorethylene for  instance); (2) applications of
existing knowledge (a mariner’s sextan t, tables of  t he
times of occultaion of t he moons of Jupiter, to be used
in finding longitude at sea, and the GPS); (3) infor ma-
tion storage, calculation, and prediction (armillary
spheres, volvelles, astrolabes, and N-body computer
sim ulations, for instance); and (4) education
(planetaria, orreries, globes, and college physics lab
experiments). This time around, we’ll look only at
research devices, except for noting that t hey are not
always actually bigger or more expensive than the
others and that a few things do both. The classic
astrolabes, for instance, had a set of metal arcs, ovals,
and poin ters on the front for calculating astronomical
posit ions and on the back an alidade for measuring
them.

Notice t hat, to separate research devices and to
decide whether t hey were built to make specific

New Technologies: Master or Servant?
Astrophysics Faces the Millenniu m V

by VIRGINIA TRIMBLE

"Both, please," (as Winnie-the-
Pooh said to the choice bet w een

honey and condensed milk on his
bread for tea) is the correct

ans w er to many astronomical
dichotomies. Are really bright,

distant galaxies experiencing
bursts of star formation or

vigorous accretion onto central
black holes? Are stellar coronae
heated by acoustic or magneto-

hydrodynamic w aves? Is
interstellar gas ionized b y

ultraviolet photons or by shocks?
Inevitably “both” is also the

ans w er if you ask w hether major
astronomical discoveries result

because a new technology
becomes available or, conversely,

because people develop ne w
technologies so as to be able to

make specific observations or
discoveries.
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vertical was established by hanging them out in the open)
bu t s t ill s m all and por table, and t hat bot h were used
for measuring t he height of celestial objects above t he
horizon and angles between two objects. They are also
arguably the las t m ajor ins t ru m en tal adva nces of
“ business as usual” ear t h-cen tered as t rono m y. Then
ca me Copernicus, whose De Revolu tionibus appeared
as he was dying in 1543 and laid out t he details of a sun-
cen tered cos m os, wi t hi n w hich you ough t to see
parallax—small shifts in the apparent positions of stars,

100
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2000
cubi ts
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observations or prim arily because they could be buil t
(and the observations followed) you have to have some
sense of  t he m otivat ions of  t he builders.  Th us I  have
nothing relevant to say about large, old sites that line up
rat her well wi t h the cardinal direct ions or t he rising,
t ransit ing, and set ting of sun, moon, planets, or stars,
like Stonehenge, Egyptian pyramids, and the Mayan pyra-
m ids of Chichen Itza (etc),  and men tion the m only to
provide an excuse for the illustration on the right.

Anot her territory t hat will go u n trod here includes
t he observatories of Chinese, Hindu, and Isla mic civi-
lizations, som e of which were earlier, larger, and more
accurat e t han t heir Eu ropean con te m poraries before
about 1600 and which were equally in tended for making
deliberate, accurate observations of planetary positions,
eclipses, and t he seaso ns, wi t h a view t o forecast ing
fu ture events and their i mplications.

THE BEGIN NIN GS

As the torch of astronomical knowledge passed from the
Babylonians (lots of accurate eclipse records by about 900
BCE) to the Greeks (Eratosthenes who measured the size
of t he earth, Aristarch us who found t he distance to the
moon and had a go at the sun, Ptole my and Hipparchus
with their star catalogs) to t he Islamic Arabs (who per-
fected the astrolabe) and back to medieval Europe, moti-
vat ions included both the ast rological (knowing posi-
t ions  in  advance  well  enough  to  use  the m as  o mens
and forecasts) and t he ceremonial (celebrating seasonal
festivals at the righ t time). Western measuring devices
remained small and portable, and artistic merit appears
to have ranked as high as accuracy in their construction.
Thomas Aquinas (see the Winter 1999 issue of the Beam
Line, Vol. 29, No. 3) was the t heoretical starburst of the
European recovery. D uring t he h undred years follow-
ing his synthesis of church doctrine and Aristotelian phi-
losophy (1250 to 1350), Jacob ben Mahir (of Montpellier)
invented a quadrant-astrolabe combination, and Levi ben
Gerson (of Provence) inven ted t he cross-staff. T hings
to note are that not all Jewish astronomers were theorists
in t hose days, t hat t he devices were heavy (because

The Great Pyramid of Cheops or Khufu at Giza, which is accu-
rately aligned to the cardinal directions, in N-S cross section.
The two shafts extending from the upper (king’s) chamber to
the surface pointed, at the time of construction, to the upper
culminations of Thuban (then a pole star) to the north and the
middle star of Orion’s belt to the south. The shorter shafts
leading out of the lower (queen’s) chamber are not parallel to
the others, and the southern one is pointed in what was then
the direction of the transit of Sirius, presumably by intent. Orig-
inal figure drawn by the late Alexandre Mikhail Badawy to illus-
trate a 1964 paper by the present author. The lower length
scale is in ancient Egyptian cubits.
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planets, and whatever else you see that arise because the
observer moves with the rotation and orbit of the ear th.

FROM TYCHO TO BRADLEY

Up front, what these two had in com mon was the desire
to discover (see  for  t he  first  t i me) heliocen tric paral-
lax, in pursuit of which they had built observing equip-
m ent  of  new and bet ter  sor ts. Bot h failed in t heir pri-
m ary goal bu t found ot her en t i t ies of com parable
importance. The only lesson I see here is that if you want
to discovery America by set ting ou t to sail to India, you
had bet ter have a state-of-the-art ship.

It would be nice if we could tell the story of Tycho
Bra he (bor n t hree years af ter  t he publicat ion of De
Revolu tionibus) by saying t hat he se t ou t to find par-
allax, persuaded his sponsoring agent (Frederick II of Den-
m ark) to  make him P.  I.  of  a  major program (Uraniborg
and Stjerneborg on t he Island of  Hven),  and used the
fu nded facili ty to es tablish t ha t t he nova (act ually
supernova) of 1572 and the comet of 1577 were more dis-
tan t than the moon (whose parallax he could measure)
and, therefore, that the heavens are not im m utable.

Unfortunately, construction of the great m ural quad-
ran t at Uraniborg was not complete un til after he had
looked at the events of 1572 and 1577 with less innova-
tive instrumentation. With the rigid mounting of his giant
quadrant against a wall, he acquired stability (and so even-
tually positional accuracy) as good as the 0.5 arc minute
resolution of human sight, as a compensation for being
able to observe only transits across the northern merid-
ian. Stjerneborg even had its m ajor measuring devices
underground, to avoid wind flexure. Working from lati-
tude 55°N, Tycho had also the disadvantage of a relatively
short baseline, but the advantage of some very long win-
ter nights, over which both upper and lower culmination
of circumpolar stars could be measured. The supernova
happily flared up in November to make this work out.

And, of course, other astrono mers with less precise
instru mentation and perhaps less steady hands were not
idle during these years. Th us Galileo, in his 1632 Dialog

(wri t ten to persuade his n on-specialis t bu t educated
con temporaries of the tru th of the Copernican pict ure)
found it necessary to discuss at length which observa-
t ions of  the nova were most  trustwort hy and how one

Equator

b b
Lati tude

θ

N

Earth-rotation (geocentric) parallax of a circumpolar object
seen from high northern latitudes. Over a 24-hour period, the
apparent position of the source traces out an ellipse relative to
the direction of the Earth’s rotation axis, N. For Tycho, at lati-
tude 55 degrees north, the half-baseline b is only about 3658
km, and the angle, θ, for the moon 32.7 arcminutes. Since Ty-
cho could measure this angle for the moon (the ellipse is skin-
nier because the moon is not far north in the sky, but its semi-
major axis is the same), he knew that the nova of 1572 and the
comet of 1577 must be further away, since he could not see
any parallactic shift through the night.
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m ight es t i m ate t he parallax, or a li m it, by a sui table
weigh t ing of the best data. N ot surprisingly, he voted
with Tycho and against a bunch of people like Hainsel
w hom you are not expec ted to have heard of. T his
Galilean passage would probably also be the righ t place
to begin a study of statistical astronomy. Do not worry,
by the way, that the cost and effort to build Uraniborg
were wasted. It was here, looking for t he geocen tric par-
allax of Mars, thinking it closer by a factor 16 than we
now know, t hat Tycho collected t he sequence of Mart-
ian data from which Kepler could work ou t his t hree
laws of planetary motion.

Galileo seems to have approached science with a per-
spec t ive very differen t fro m Tycho’s.  Hearing abou t
the first, Dutch, telescope, he built an 8-power and used
it  to look at  any t h ing and everyt hing.  He con ti nued
om nivorous observation through several larger and more
carefully shaped lens pairs, and became the first (or sec-
ond or third) hu man being to see t he moons of Jupiter,
t he resolut ion of t he Milky Way in to stars, the phases
of Venus, moun tains on the moon, and sunspots rotat-
ing across the solar surface.

We then enter some decades of confusion, in which
“ observers,” usi ng hand-held or casually m ou nt ed
telescopes looked at surface features, while “ measurers”
with carefully machined quadrants and such determined
positions of things with naked-eye sightings along their
brass ci rcles. Telescopes im proved a good deal
(technology-driven science), while positions (discovery-
driven science) did not. Clearly what was needed was
a marriage of the two attitudes. Achievement of this can
perhaps be credited to Ole Roe mer, who buil t the first
precision-mounted telescope, a transit circle, at Copen-
hagen, after taking up the directorship there in 1681. He
came wit h credentials of both sorts, having bot h (a) par-
ticipated in Cassini’s 1672 campaign to measure the geo-
centric parallax of Mars, clearly a “ discovery motivated”
project (which probably succeeded), and (b) shown that
light is fast but not infinitely fast, from accurate timing
of t he occultations of the moons of Jupi ter by t heir par-
ent. The lat ter, while motivated by needs of navigation,
was enabled by i mprovements in clock design.

Nex t up to bat were Sa m uel Molyneux (a London
a mateur wit h some money and a house big enough to
bui ld a telescope i nside, looking s t raigh t up to t he
zenit h), his assistan t Jam es Bradley (who understood
what was needed), and George Graham (who knew how
to build widgets and make t hem work). Toget her, t hey
give birth to the zenith sector, mounted against the chim-
ney, and se t ou t t o find t he h eliocen tric parallax of
Gam ma Draconis, which transits very close to straight
overhead for London observers.

They expected to find t he star fart hest nor th of it s
average posit ion near the win ter solst ice and fart hest
sou th near the sum mer solstice. Instead, as Dece mber
melted in to March, they found the star moving south,
hesi ta t ing,  and m oving back to  i t s  maxi m u m nor t h-
ern exten t in Septe m ber. And the swing was a full 20
arcseconds ei t her direct ion, defini tely t hree m ont hs
(90 degrees) ou t of phase with what they had expected.
The collaborators thought at first that they had detected
changes in the direction of the earth’s axis of rotation,
bu t a couple more annual cycles and data on a few more
stars,  along,  i t  see m s with Bradley’s  observat ions of
weather vanes on boats as they changed direction on a
wi ndy day, led the m to t he correct explanat ion,

Several museums in
Italy house tele-
scopes said to have
been assembled,
used, or blessed by
Galileo (I have seen
the one in Padua).
Some were meant to
be held up to the
eye; some are on
tripods; and this one
appears to have an
early alt-azimuth
mounting.
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m easurem en t of t he angular separation bet ween stars
close together on the sky but at very different distances.
Struve looked a t Vega, Bessel a t 61 Cygni (fain ter
appearing, bu t act ually closer), and t he t hird win ner,
Thomas Henderson of Cape of Good Hope, at Alpha Cen-
tauri, then as now the second closest star to us (the clos-
est is t he sun).  He had a less  finely t uned instru ment,
but had picked the optimal target. The reports were pub-
lish in 1837–1839.

Meanwhile, Fraunhofer had i mproved another tech-
nology to “ see what he could see.” Newton separated
white light into colors and put them back together again
(the hard part, Nature had been making rainbows at least
since the time of Noah), but saw only a continuous spec-
t ru m, because his aper t ure was a rou nd hole. In 1802,
Wollaston (of t he prism) tried a narrow slit and spot ted
seven dark lines crossing t he rainbow, which he sup-
posed were to divide the pri m ary colors. Fraunhofer’s
1817 inven tory was 600, t he most conspicuous of which
he let tered A to K. He also recognized that his D was the
same color (wavelength) as an emission feat ure seen in
m any fla m e spectra. T his coun ts as t he begin ning of
astronomical spectroscopy, though Frau nhofer, dying in
1826,  saw neit her  t he frui t ion nor t he triu m ph of his
instru men ts in recognizing parallax. Definitive identi-
fication of D with sodiu m and other solar features with
other elements came from Bunsen and Kirchhoff in 1859,
an example of technology improved for other purposes
(both were laboratory scien tists) yielding ast ronomical
fruits quickly.

The history of astronomical photography, like that of
telescopes, begins with a borrowed technique, and the
first daguerreotype of the sun dates from 1845 (work of
Foucau lt  and Fizeau,  k now n m ostly for  laborat ory
physics). T he Harvard College Observatory arch ives
include an 1857 (probably collodion) plate of the Pleiades.
It shows three stars. Dry plates from the 1870s onward
m ade i t possible to record at the telescope images and
spectra you could t hen measure at leisure back home,
including the flash spectrum of t he solar chromosphere
during an eclipse, moving asteroids and comets, and the
variable brigh t nesses of pu lsa t ing s t ars ( t hough

aberration of starlight. In one step, Bradley et al. had pro-
vided the first direct demonstration of t he Copernican
picture, pinned down t he speed of ligh t (quite close to
Roe mer’s value), and shown that all previous star cata-
logues would have errors up to ±20 arcseconds in position,
depending on the locat ion of t he stars and the t ime of
year they had been observed. Inciden tally, you can see
bright stars in the day time with a telescope, though not
from t he bot to m of a well without one.

PARALLAX, SPEC TROSCOPY, A N D IMPROVED
PHOTO N DETECTORS

William Herschel discovered Uranus because he had a
very good telescope and lots of patience. But he wen t on
to be the next major assailant on the parallax proble m.
Thinking that all stars were intrinsically the same bright-

ness, he carefu lly
recorded pairs t hat
looked differen t , ex-
pecting t hem to  be  a t
ve ry  d iffe re n t  d i s-
tances and so ideal for
p a ra l l a x  m e a s u r e-
m e n t s. Twen ty years
of patient watching led
to discovery of posi-
t ional shifts all righ t,
but t he stars were go-
ing around each other,
showing t he u niver-
sali ty of N ew ton ian

gravitation on a grander scale than the mere solar system
and giving bir th to binary star astronom y.

The grail still glim mered ahead, and, once again, tele-
scopes were designed and buil t wi t h t he discovery of
heliocentric parallax as their main goal. Two of the three
winners, Wilhelm Struve of Dorpat (Tartu, Estonia) and
Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel of Konigsberg, Germany, had
com missioned instruments from the same builder, Joseph
Fraunhofer. The telescopes were not iden tical, bu t both
were designed to m a ke repeated and repeat able
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recognit ion of  the 30 Hz Crab Nebula pulsar  required
anot her generation of detector electrification).

As early as 1912, however, C. E. Kenneth Mees, the
first research director at East man Kodak, initiated work
leading to special series of spectroscopic plates to meet
astronomical needs. The sensitizing dyes and em ulsion-
making techniques t hat resulted from this led to Tri-X
and other fast films, Technical Pan with its wide wave-
lengt h response and fine grain,  and red and infra-red
sensitive em ulsions later used to penetrate camouflage,
spy a t night , and detect subtle changes in vegetat ion
color that signal disease and other stresses.

THE TWEN TIETH CEN TURY

In t he 1890s, as tronom ers in teres ted in variable stars
were still arguing about whether you learned more from
photographic images or from careful visual comparisons,
t h rough su i table telescopes, of course, of the target
star with constant neighbors. Much of the problem was
that the em ulsions of the day recorded mostly blue light,
while t he eye is at its best in the yellow-green, so that
how m uch t he brigh t ness of a star changed really did
depend on observi ng met hod. A m ateur as t ronom ers
today (who monitor most of the variables that get mon-
itored at all) still use visual telescopic methods, but also
modern electronic detectors and, occasionally, film.

The photographers, with a range of fi lters and Mees’s
red and panchro matic e m ulsions, of course won over
the visual observers on the professional side. Bu t t hey
did not have the on ly per m anen t float ing crap ga m e
for long. T he photoelectric effect m ust have been dis-
covered in time for Einstein to explain it in 1905–1906,
bu t i t was not par t of many applicat ions yet in 1915,
when Joel Stebbins followed an eclipse of the binary star
Delta Orionis with a seleniu m photometer.* Delta Ori

thereby became the first spectroscopic, eclipsing binary
to have its  orbi t  deter m ined by bot h tech niques,  and
Stebbins was one of t he firs t t wo as t rono m ical
photometrists.

To bring opt ical and near infrared detec tors dow n
to t he presen t, we can recall that CC Ds arose in indus-
t ry bu t  have been i m proved (especially, t hi nned t o
broaden t heir wavelengt h coverage) specifically for
astronomy. Frank Low developed his infrared bolome-
ter to look at the skies (with great success, and a remote
descendent is being adapted for non-destructive testing).
More recen t en tries in the st ill-difficul t IR regim e are
InSb (pronounced inz-bee) and HgCdTe (MerCadTell)
arrays, which arose in t he military-industrial complex.
They are being incorporated in to astronomical cameras
and spectrographs as fast as industry can produce them,
indeed somewhat faster. We currently have a bot tle neck
in arrays, and being sure you are going to get “ a good
chip” is a big step en ro u te to  ast rono mical progress
today. Here the available technology is clearly driving
what astrono my can do.

T he first two radio telescopes were built by people
who wanted to discover something—the source of noise
in t rans-Atlan t ic radio telephony i n t he case of Karl
Jansky in 1932 and “ more about what Jansky had seen”
in the case of Grote Reber, who, a couple of years later,
buil t t he second radio telescope on h is ow n t i m e, i n
his own back yard.

Then there was a war, whose remains included a large
number of radar dishes, S, X, and other band receivers,
and people who had learned how to use them. A small
subset, in England and Australia, turned the dishes up
at the sky (the horizon no longer being interesting, and
t he ground even less so). What t hey saw was so spec-
tacularly unexpected t hat improvements in sensitivity
and angular resolu t ion becam e drivers for rapid tech-
nological develop m en t. In part icular, m ul t i-baseline
interferometry and aperture synthesis were first reduced
to practice to sharpen radio images. Much of t he math-
ematics, while obviously inheren t in laboratory exper-
iments with visible light dating from the nineteenth and
early t wen tiet h cent uries, was first reduced to practice

*Seleniu m is actually a photocon ductor, that is, a m etal in w hich
absorption of a photon pu ts an electron in to t he con duction ban d,
decreasing resistence. Stebbins’ device was, therefore, the re m ote
ancestor of the CCD , or charge coupled device (detect or of choice in
m ost of optical astrono m y today). In be t ween both photoelectric
and photocond ucting detectors  have  been in  use.
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to sharpen radio i mages. Much of t he mat hem atics of
reconstruct ing an i m age from por t ions  of  i t s Fourier
transfor m (that is what an interferometer gives you) was
also worked ou t i n t he firs t i ns ta nce by radio
astronomers.

Opt ical in terfero metry, t ried by Alber t Michelson
at Mt. Wilson in the 1920s, again wit hou t phase preser-
vation by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss in Australia in the
late 1950s, and now bordering on the rou tine, at least for
small, closely-spaced mirrors, has a mostly-astronomical
h is tory. Significan tly,  Hanb ury-Brow n was (and is) a
radio astronomer most of his life. In contrast, adaptive
opt ics (w here you wiggle a mirror—generally not  t he
gian t pri mary of your telescope—to u ndo t he wiggles
introduced by air), though first proposed by an astronomer
(Horace Babcoc k,  in t he 1950s) was developed u nder
Air Force classification to a m uch higher standard t han
astronomers had been able to achieve. Declassification
had led to AO progra ms at nearly all large t elescopes.
Because not all interesting patches of sky include a star
brigh t enough to be t he reference source for adapt ive
opt ics, laser guide s tars (reflect ed patches fro m t he
sodiu m ion layer high in the at mosphere) are being used
or considered m any places. T he laser is anot her “ we
t hough t of  i t ,  bu t  you did i t”  tech nology. Back in t he
1930s, Donal H. Menzel, calculating t he absorpt ion of
radia t ion by diffuse gas re m arked t hat you m igh t, if
enough at om s were in an exci ted level, ac t ually get
amplification rather than absorption. He was right. Indeed
there are natural, interstellar masers (and possibly lasers)
as well as laboratory ones.

T he beginnings of X-ray and gam ma-ray astronomy
presen t an in terest ing con trast, al though both require
get ting above most  of  the  earth’s at mosphere and so now
rely on rocket lau nches, rem otely descended from t he
German V-2 (another of the spoils of war). But apart from
the rocket flights that looked at the sun in the 1940s, the
first X-ray astronomy was done by people who know how
to build X-ray detectors, and simply wan ted to look at
t he skies to see what might be there. Much of the credit
righ tly goes to Riccardo Giacconi, who persuaded t he
sponsors that  X-ray flourescence of  sunligh t  from the

lu nar su rface wo uld be detec table, t h us providing a
motivation for a 1962 rocket flight. The fluorescence was
eventually seen more than 25 years later, but, meanwhile
the rocket-borne detector saw a really bright source, Scor-
pius X-1, t hat happened t o be close in t he sky to t he
m oon that day. The first ga m ma-ray telescope, on t he
other hand, was sen t aloft (on a balloon) specifically to
look in the direction of Cygnus A, a radio source in a dis-
tan t galaxy that, it  was then supposed, might actually
be a galaxy-anti-galaxy pair in collision. If so, then the
flux of annihilation gam mas would have been truly enor-
mous. It wasn’t, and several more generations of detectors
flew on balloons and rockets before t he first astronom-
ical source registered (it was t he Crab Nebula, also the
first identified X-ray source and radio source ou tside the
solar syste m).

The begin nings of neu trino astronomy and gravita-
t ional radiat ion ast ron om y are also, a t leas t approxi-
mately, one of each. A later issue of the Bea m Line will
remind you of how Raymond Davis, Jr., then of Brook-
haven National Laboratory, set out with the specific goal
of seeing neutrinos from the nuclear reactions inside the
su n. I t took abou t a decade, bu t he succeeded, in t he
process figuring out chemical methods (like rescuing 25
argon  atoms  from 100,000 gallons of cleaning fluid) that
had never been needed before.

At about the same time, Joe Weber set out, using tech-
niques he had learned as a radio engineer, to build and
operate the best detector for gravitational radiation he
could think of simply to see what there was to see.

Before going on to look ahead a few years, two gen-
eral poin ts are worth noting. The first is that new ways
of doing something are, very often, at the beginning enor-
mously inferior to what has been around for a good long
while. Stebbins’s early photometer could not record even
t he fain ter naked-eye stars. And t he first CC D im ages
looked like a bad case of acne overlain by dandruff. Indeed
a good deal of tidying up of “ bad pixels” is still needed
to produce the glorious Hubble Space Telescope pictures
you see at every turn.

Second, jus t  w hat Ja m es Bradley’s  fa m ily t hough t
of his observing the same star over and over again (up to
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16 times a night), night after night, year after year, is known
only to t he ghosts t hat flit around their graves. But  no
important new technology has been developed in modern
times (and the same is probably true of major theoretical
advances) except by someone who took the project more
seriously and worked on i t m ore in tensively than his
friends and relations thought entirely reasonable.

TECH N OLGIES WAITING TO HAPPEN

T he Co m pleat  As tron o m er wou ld lik e to k now t he
direction of arrival, t he time of arrival, and the precise
energy (wavelength) of every photon that ever hi ts the
eart h’s  at mosphere.  Increasingly,  this  has m eant  enor-
mous, and enormously expensive facilit ies, like the Next
Generation Space Telescope (2007 or thereabouts), ALMA
(t he Ataca m a Large Millim eter Array),  and LIG O (t he
Laser In terferometric Gravi tywave Observatory), also
m ulti-year to decade projects. For these and others like
them, the wishes and widgets continuously reshape each

other. NASA has invented the word “ rescope” to describe
this. Building consensus for such things requires meet-
ings convened over m ay years, whose proceedings you
can read, so I mention here a handful of smaller gems.

T he award for widget of the year in 1999 wen t  to
two solid state devices that are a first step toward record-
ing direction, arrival t ime, and energy sim ultaneously
(preve n t ed by t he t wo-di m ensio nal nat u re of m ost
detectors). These were a superconducting tunnel junc-
t ion (STJ) and a cryogenic-transit ion edge senser spec-
trophotometer (TES). Both initially looked to see whether
the color of the optical emission from the pulsar in the
Crab Neb ula changes t h rough i t s period (not  m uch).
Matching a spectrograph to the im age size from a very
large, bu t shor t focal-ra t io t elescope m igh t see m to
require microminiaturization. Im mersing the grating in
some substance, like glycerol, whose index of refraction
is very close to t hat of glass also works.

X- and ga m m a-ray ast ronomy have always suffered
from the difficulty in for m ing im ages. If you measure

Somewhere on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Maryland in 1969, Joe Weber
speaks at a press conference, orga-
nized by the university, upon instructions
from the Chairman of the Physics
Department, Howard Laster (with plain
black tie), and with the support of the
Director of the Astronomy Program, Gart
Westerhoud (with bow tie). On the
demonstration table is a scale model of
the original, 26-in. diameter bar detector
(the acoustic isolation of the model is
poor). On the board is a cross section of
the bar, acting as a halo for Weber. The
announcement was picked up by a
number of newspapers, and Weber
used to describe the coverage as “hav-
ing appeared on the obituary page of
the New York Times,”where they often
tucked science items in those days. We-
ber still had and occasionally wore the
striped silk tie at the time of his death.
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direction of arrival wit h som e sor t of colli mator, t hen
you buy angular precision at the expense of a decent size
field of view. The m ore recen t X-ray satelli tes (Chan-
dra and XMM N ewton) for m real images with grazing-in-
cidence opt ics (so m e ti m es gold pla ted).  A gian t  s tep
beyond is grazing-incidence in terfero metry for X-rays.
This could, someday, yield micro-arcsecond resolu tion
to image the horizon of galactic and extragalactic black
holes. Meanwhile, the grating t hat is the surface of an
old LP record can be used to focus keV X-rays by plac-
ing two of the m only a few microns apart. The collect-
ing area is therefore rather small per record pair, but there
m ust be an awful lot of surplus LPs these days.

MACHO , the most extensive of t he surveys for grav-
itational lensing by compact objects in the halo and disk
of the Milky Way, closed its dome essentially on sched-
ule in Jan uary 2000, bu t successor progra ms are starting
up. AGAPEROS is t he seduct ively na m ed succesor to
EROS, a contemporary of the MACH O project, and there
are several others.

The experience of processing the billions of star bright-
ness measurements t hat were the raw data of MACH O
(etc) has expanded estimates of what can be done in t his
direct ion, from space as well as from t he grou nd. For
ins tance, t wo m ission proposals (in t he m ediu m cost,
1/3 billion dollar range) aim to locate from space and fol-
low large nu mbers of fairly distant supernovae and use
t hem to m easure the cosm ological param eters (this is
SNAP) and to catch transits by earth-sized planets orbiting
stars in our part of the galaxy. Even if such planets should
prove to be fairly co m mon, you have to wa tch a great
many stars to catch a few transits, because most orbits
will not be seen exactly edge-on. And, of course, the star
will be dim med to abou t 0.99999999 of its normal brigh t-
ness, requiring so m e fairly stable calibrat ions (t his is
Kepler). Think of it as having $1,000,000 in pennies, and
somebody takes one away.

Per haps t he larges t barrier to i m prove m e nt s in
astronomical technology is that the com m unity does not
reward sufficien tly the people who contribu te. They are
hardly ever first au thors on the papers repor t ing major
discoveries from the devices to which t hey gave bir th,

they win few major prizes, and sometimes even face dif-
fic ul t ies in acqu iring degrees and te nure. T hus we
increasingly buy the skills we need from industry. T his
tends to drive cost up and involvement down and other
branches of science have a better record in rewarding and
valuing t heir living instru ment builders, which ast ron-
omy might do well to learn from.

MEHR LIGHT

MY SECRET HISTORICAL WEAPON in the past year has
been a Russian-language biographical dictionary, with
about 1000 entries, from the Greeks well into the twenti-
eth century. Compiled by Igor G. Kolshinskij, Alla Kor-
sum, and M. G. Rodriguez, it was published in Kiev in
1986 and originally cost 2 rubles, 20 kopeks.

A valuable source on photometers, CCDs, and all is
G. H. Rieke, Detection of Light (Cambridge University
Press, 1994).

Technology transfer from astronomy to other
sciences and industry was discussed in the last two of
the “Decade Reports,” on astronomy and astrophysics
commissioned by the National Research Council. The
1991 version was called The Decade of Discovery and
chaired by John Bahcall. The 2001 version was coordi-
nated by J. H. Taylor and C. F. McKee and has just
about been released under the title Astronomy and
Astrophysics in the New Millennium. The relevant
chapter in 1991 was written by yours truly, the 2001
version probably by Stephen Strom and David
Hollenbach.

Karl Hufbauer’s Exploring the Sun: Solar Science
Since Galileo (1991, Johns Hopkins University Press) is
complementary to Michael Hoskin’s The Cambridge
Concise History of Astronomy (1999, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press). And someday (perhaps about 2003) there
will be a two-volume biographical encyclopedia of the
history of astronomy edited by Thomas Hockey
(Springer).
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FR O M T HE EDIT O RS’ DESK

T HE COVER of our Spring 1998 issue, Vol. 28, No. 1 featured
South African astronomer, Alan Cousins (top photograph), a
remarkable individual, whose career was called to our at tention

by our regular contributor, Virginia Trimble. Dr. Cousins’ first contribution
to the astronom ical literat ure was published in the Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronom ical Societ y in 1924.  On May 11, 2001, t he date of his death,
his last paper was published in the same journal, concluding 77 years of
publications. Most of his career was dedicated to accurate measures of stan-
dard stars in t he southen sky. A press release in his memory is at
ht tp:/ /www.saao.ac.za/news/awjc.h t ml.

The Bea m Line is a collaboration between many different individuals,
and our Editorial Advisory Board plays a major role in suggesting articles,
authors, and topics for special issues. Without their guidance, our task as
editors would be more difficult. With this issue we bring on two new mem-
bers and say thank you and farewell to two others. Our new Board members
are Edward Hartouni (center photograph), Lawrence Liver more National
Laboratory, and Abraham Seiden (bot to m photograph), University of Cali-
fornia, San ta Cruz. Our departing Board members are George Trilling,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and Karl Van Bibber, Lawrence
Liverm ore National Laboratory.

If you—our readers—have suggestions for topics you would like to see
covered in t he Bea m Line, please suggest t hem to one of us or to any of our
Board me mbers. We will do our best to make your request happen. Our
next issue, guest edited by con tribu ting editor, Michael Riordan, is a special
issue on neutrinos. Watch for it in t he fall.

Alan Cousins

Edward Hartouni

Abraham Seiden
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C O N TRIBU T O RS

FRANK WOLFS is a Professor of
Physics a t t he U niversi ty of
Rochester. He was educated a t t he
U niversi ty of Groni ngen (The
Net herlands) where he received his
BS a nd MS degrees. In 1987 he
ob tained his Ph D in Experi m en tal
N uclear Physics from the University
of Chicago for his work in low-energy
nuclear physics at Argonne Nation-
al  Laboratory (A NL).  He  was  t he
recipient of the first Enrico Fermi Fel-
lowship at ANL, where he continued
to work after receiving his PhD until
joining t he University of Rochester
in 1990 .  He cu rren t ly is a m e m ber
of t he PH OBOS Collaborat ion and
conducts h is research a t t he Rela-
t ivis t ic Heavy-Ion Collider a t
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

BRUCE SC HUMM received his
PhD in 1988 from t he University of
Chicago, where he worked as a mem-
ber of a neu trino-scat tering collab-
orat ion a t Fer m ilab. He t hen m i-
grated to California, taking a job as
a research associate at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. There
he worked with the MARK-II and SLD
experiments, until leaving in 1995 for
a position at the Universi ty of Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz, where he is cur-
re n t ly a n Associa te Professor of
Physics.

In addit ion to put t ing the finish-
ing tou ch es on t he SLD precision
measurement work discussed in this
issue, he is the Principal Invest iga-
tor of the UCSC BABAR group.

He is a firm supporter of efforts to
presen t par ticle physics research to
t he general public and is writ ing a
popular book on the conceptual basis
of particle physics.

KRISH N A RAJAG OPAL is  a n
assistant professor in the Center for
T heoret ical Physics a t t he Massa-
chuset ts Institu te of Technology. He
enjoys t h in ki ng abo u t Q C D in ex-
treme conditions, because it requires
linking usually disparate strands of
t heoret ical physics, including par-
ticle and nuclear physics, cosmology,
astrophysics, and condensed mat ter
physics.

His recent research includes the
physics of  t he cri t ical  poin t  in t he
QCD phase diagram, described in his
article, and the properties of the cold,
dense quark mat ter t hat m ay lie a t
the cen ters of neu tron stars, where
the densities are so high that the neu-
trons are crushed one upon anot her.
His work shows that a lu mp of cold
quark m at ter behaves like a t rans-
paren t  insu la tor,  and  no t  like  an
electr ic conductor as previously
assu med.
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VIRGINIA TRIMBLE is not the most experimen-
tally inept physicist /astronomer in the history of t he
field, in the sense that apparatus does not necessarily
break down just because she passes through town. She
does, however, have a healthy respect for people who
can build things and make them work. Such people
have included her father,  Lyne Starling Trim ble (who
was a UCLA undergraduate con temporary with Glen n
T. Seaborg), an industrial chem ist who held patents on
color processing systems for motion pictures, etched
tips for ball point pens, magnetostrictive syste ms, and
even less likely stuff, and her husband, Joseph Weber
(who was a member of the University of Maryland
and University of California Irvine faculties for many
years before his death), holder of patents for detectors
for gravitational radiation and coherent scat tering of
low-energy photons and neutrinos. Bu t t his year, she
assembled a set of sorting shelves to sit at the back of
her desk (replacing the old steel, m ulti-shelved cabi-
nets  that  were made for  computer  output), and i t is
holding up well under t he weight of 11 tur tles, 1
dragon, 1 pleisiosaurus-head lamp, 7 perfu me bot tles,
a “don’t drink and derive APS” coffee m ug, a McGraw-
Hill slinky, pictures of Joseph Weber and J. Rober t
Oppenheimer, and the paperwork for the 24 carefully
sorted projects, on all of which she is behind.Virginia Trimble and Joseph Weber at the 1994 Christmas

dinner-dance reunion of the US Naval Academy class of 1940.
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D ATES T O REMEMBER

August 7–15 27 th International Cosmic Ray Conferences (ICRC 2001), Hamburg, Ger many
(cop@copernicus.org or h t tp:/ /www.copernicus.org/icrc/)

August 13–24 29 th SLAC Sum m er Institu te on Par ticle Physics: Exploring Elect roweak Sym metry
Breaking (SSI 2001), Menlo Park, California (ssi@slac.stanford.edu;
ht tp:/ /www-project.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2001/)

August 19–Sep 9 Aspen Su m mer Workshop on Flavor Physics: Standard Model and Beyond, Aspen,
Colorado (ghiller@slac.stanford.edu or ligeti@fnal.gov or
ht tp:/ /andy.bu.edu/aspen/aspen.ht ml#workshops)

August 22–23 Feyn man Festival, College Park, Maryland (yskim@physics.u md.edu
or ht tp:/ /www.physics.u md.edu/robot /feyn man.ht ml)

Aug 26–Sep 8 European School of High-Energy Physics, Beatenberg, Switzerland (Claire Earnshaw,
School of Physics, CERN /DSU , 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland; Claire.Earnshaw@cern.ch
or ht tp:/ /www.cern.ch/PhysicSchool/)

Aug 30–Sep 4 International Workshop on Particle Physics and the Early Universe (COSMO-01),
Rovaniemi, Finland (Matts Roos, SEFO , Box 9, Helsinki, FIN-00014, Finland
or cosmo_01@helsinki.fi)

Sep 10–13 9th In ternational Sym posiu m on Heavy Flavor Physics, Pasadena, California
(Heavy Flavors 9: High Energy Physics, 356-48: Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125-4800;
HF9@hep.caltech.edu or h t tp:/ /3w.hep.caltech.edu/HF9/)

Sep 10–28 School on String Theory, Istanbul, Turkey (strschool@gursey.gov.tr
or ht tp:/ /fge1.gursey.gov.tr /strschool/)

Sep 16–29 CERN School of Computing, Santander, Spain (computing.school@cern.ch
or ht tp:/ /csc2001.web.cern.ch/csc2001/)

Sep 25–27 14 th International Symposiu m on Superconductivity (ISS 2001), Kobe, Japan
(h t tp:/ /www.istec.or.jp/ISS/ISS.h t ml)

Sep 29–Oct 4 Fron tiers in Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology: EuroConference on Neu trinos
in the Universe, Lenggries, Germany (rheywood@esf.org or
ht tp:/ /www.esf.org/euresco/01/pc01142a.ht m)

Oct 9–12 DESY T heory Workshop on Gravity and Particle Physics, Hamburg, Ger many
(Mrs. S. Gun ther, DESY-Theory, D-22603, Hamburg, Ger many; theosec@mail.desy.de or
ht tp:/ /www.desy.de/desy-th /workshop.01/index.ht ml)
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Oct 15–19 7th International Conference on Advanced Technology and Particle Physics,
Villa Olmo, Como, Italy (congress@icil64.cilea.it or
ht tp:/ /hpl302.mib.infn.i t /Conference2001.h t ml)

Oct 15–26 CERN Accelerator School: Course on Accelerator Physics, Seville, Spain
(CER N Accelerator School, AC Division, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland;
suzanne.von.wartburg@cer n.ch or h t tp:/ /schools.web.cern.ch /Schools/CAS/)

Oct 17–20 APS Division of N uclear Physics 2001 Fall Meeting and 1st Joint Meeting of the
N uclear Physicists of the American and Japanese Physical Societies, Maui, Hawaii
(Carol Kuc, CMP, President, Complete Conference Coordinators, Inc., 1280 Iroquois
Avenue, Suite 408, Naperville, IL 60532; ck uc@cccmeetings.com or
ht tp:/ /www.cccmeetings.com /)

Oct 18–29 28th Annual SSRL Users Meeting, Menlo Park, CA (knotts@slac.stanford.edu)

Oct 21–23 Heavy Quark Physics at t he Upgraded HERA Collider, Rehovot, Israel
(Ana.Weksler@weizmann.ac.il or h t tp:/ /www.weizmann.ac.il/conference/hera)

Oct 21–27 9th International Conference on the Structure of Baryons (Baryons 2001), Newport
News, Virginia (Susan Ewing, Jefferson Lab, 12000 Jefferson Ave., MS 12h2, Newport
News, VA 23606; ewing@jlab.org or
ht tp:/ /www.jlab.org/intralab/calendar/archive00 /baryons.h t ml)

Nov 4–10 2001 IEEE N uclear Science Symposiu m (NSS) and Medical Imaging Conference (MIC),
San Diego, California (nss2001@bnl.gov or ht tp:/ /www.nss-mic.org/ NSS.h t m)

Nov 8–11 Workshop on Fu ture Opportunities for Neu trino Physics, Vancouver Island,
British Colu mbia, Canada (neutrino@phys.ualberta.ca
or ht tp:/ /csr.phys.ualberta.ca/~neutrino/)

Dec 10–14 3rd Latin American School on Strings and Fundamentals,  Caracas,  Venezuela
(parias@fisica.ciens.ucv.ve)


